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A B S T R A C T

Radar imagery have few polarization bands which can limit the ability to do traditional digital classification.
Harmonization of Sentinel-1 and Landsat 8 data despite having complementary texture information can be a
challenge. The objectives of this paper are to explore texture features derived from Landsat 8 OLI and dual-
polarized Sentinel-1 SAR speckle filtered and unfiltered backscatter, to aggregate classification results using
Decision-Level Fusion (DLF), and to evaluate the performance of decision-level fused maps. Gray Level Co-
occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is employed to derive sets of seven texture features for Landsat 8 bands and VV þ
VH backscatter using 5 � 5, 7 � 7, 9 � 9, and 11 � 11 window sizes. Each texture feature is stacked with a
respective source image and classified using Support Vector Machine (SVM). Classified maps from the best three
performers from both speckle filtered and unfiltered are aggregated with classified maps from Landsat 8 using
plurality voting algorithm and compared using Z-test. Results indicate an overall classification accuracy of 96.02%
from DLF images of Landsat and non-speckle filtered maps, whereas Landsat and speckle filtered achieved
94.69%. The best texture information are derived from the blue band followed by the red band, whereas speckle
unfiltered textures performed better than speckle filtered textures. We conclude that integration of Landsat 8 and
Sentinel-1, either speckle filtered or unfiltered, improves crop classification and speckles do not have statistically
significant effects (p ¼ 0.1208).
1. Introduction

The world is generally inundated by a spatial data spectrum ranging
from imagery (satellite and aerial) to airborne LiDAR to crowdsourced
data [1]. Numerous airborne and satellite-borne sensor systems are
availing remote sensing data to the community in varying spatial and
temporal scales. The utilization of agricultural remote sensing technol-
ogy has been on the rise and has introduced a new dimension in
enhancing agricultural systems globally [2]. There is a noteworthy in-
crease in the diversity of applications and the scope of crop discrimina-
tion techniques that are constantly developing the remote sensing theory
and the technological tools [3]. Crop type discernment is usually an
imperative stage in the management and development of crop moni-
toring systems [3, 4].
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Sundry sensors have beenmanufactured with optical or microwave or
thermal regions of the electromagnetic spectrum and introduced new
opportunities for studying within-field variations [2]. Optical data have
demonstrated to be beneficial to the crop discrimination but oftentimes
inescapable clouds throughout the planting season are one of the primary
sources of noise, hence complicating the acquisition of valuable data on
an operational basis [5]. All-weather capabilities of radar systems have
immensely helped overcome the inescapable cloud problem. Accord-
ingly, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is the most active sensor for mi-
crowave data [3].

Spaceborne radar data are affected by the presence of speckles and
fewer polarization bands [6] thereby reducing the capacity to perform
traditional digital classification. Textural and tonal features are obtain-
able when SAR images are independently processed on a computer [7, 8].
Gray tone on its own in SAR images has proved to have a minimal ability
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in discriminating land-cover classes [9], but the texture is one crucial
attribute of radar that can expedite in obtaining correct surface infor-
mation [10].

Texture is a key cue employed in visual interpretation such that
texture descriptors can upsurge the performance of digital classification
algorithms. It can probably be more valuable than image tone when
interpreting radar images [5]. Tone and texture are disparate object
properties, spectral and spatial are very likely to be independent data but
complement one another. Texture features are intricate visual patterns
comprising of sub-patterns or entities which contain attributes such as
color, brightness, size, slope, etc. [11]. One advantage of texture is that it
does not alter with respect to light. Kappa coefficient from crop
discrimination algorithms tends to improve as more bands and polari-
zations are added [12]. The Kappa measurement indicates the variation
between the actual agreement and the agreement expected by chance.

According to Materka & Strzelecki [13], approaches to texture anal-
ysis are usually categorized into structural approaches, statistical ap-
proaches, model-based approaches and transform. In statistical textual
analysis, texture features can be calculated from the statistical distribu-
tion of observed combinations of intensities at specified positions relative
to each other in the image. There are various methods used as measures
for the textural description of images which include first-order, sec-
ond-order, and higher-order statistical methods. Haralick et al. [14]
proposed the utilization of Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM)
that have become popular and extensively used texture features [3, 15].
This research is implementing the GLCM features.

The GLCM functions illustrate the texture characteristics of an image
by computing the frequency of pairs of pixels with explicit values and in a
specified spatial relationship occur in an image, generating a GLCM, and
then extricating statistical measures from this matrix [16, 17]. The local
sub-patterns in one calculation engender the apparent linearity, light-
ness, smoothness, coarseness, uniformity, regularity, roughness, fre-
quency, phase, directionality, density, fineness, randomness,
granulation, etc., of the texture as a whole [11, 13, 18, 19, 20].

Crop discrimination capability of SAR data can be enhanced by uti-
lizing speckle filters which are based on local statistics [5, 21, 22]. Lee
et al. [23] provided an in-depth review of numerous speckle filtering
algorithms existing in the literature. On the other hand, speckle reduction
can result in some loss of texture information, and problems can emanate
from small fields [5]. According to Ulaby et al. [24] and Soares et al. [5],
speckle is considered to be autonomous of the textural disparities linked
with the spatial associations of the scattering properties of distributed
targets. According to Lopes et al. [25], the speckle is lessened as a
function of the heterogeneity observed by the local coefficient of varia-
tion. Speckle filtering can be less effective when the radar backscatter is
subjected to substantial disparities due to the existence of rugged scat-
terers or structural features (edges or lines) in the processing window
[25]. Nonetheless, speckle filtering can obliterate backscatter texture at
scales near that of the resolution cell [26]. The principal question
requiring more research is whether speckle filtering to be applied if
texture features are to be utilized for land cover/use classification [10].

Suitable optical image spectral bands can also be utilized to derived
texture features and when appended with spectral data as input variables
[20] can enhance crop discrimination. Nevertheless, when a large
number of texture features and spectral bands are combined, it can result
in high data dimensionality which can require a highly suitable
computational statistical algorithm [20]. Classification of such can be
time-consuming as well. On the other hand, according to Forget et al.
[27], Landsat 8 and Sentinel-1 contain some complementary information
that can be exploited for classification benefits. The challenge is how to
merge the complementary information to fully exploit the valuable in-
formation from both sensors.

Decision-level fusion combines individual classification results into a
single seamless map. There is no prior knowledge regarding the band
configuration of sensors required for decision-level fusion [28].
Endeavoring to limit/minimize the feature vector, this research will
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append only one texture feature with either Landsat 8 bands or VV þ VH
backscatter of Sentinel-1 at a time. Decision-level fusion allows the
integration of the respective classified results in a simple way. Various
existing algorithms can be implemented which include majority voting,
decision templates, Dempster-Shafer, Borda count, and many more [27].

Spatially explicit information about crop types has both a direct and
indirect impact on crop area estimation, crop yield forecasting, etc. At a
global level, comprehensive crop yield and crop extent data can assist in
ascertaining where investment from major donors can be very beneficial
in terms of enhancing agricultural output. At a regional level, detailed
information can be utilized to assist in understanding the effects of
drought and other natural and manmade disasters on food production
[29]. At both national and sub-national levels, correct information
regarding cropland can further be employed to detect trends in agricul-
tural outputs and to determine if investments have led to the expected
results.

Zimbabwe generally lacks updated spatially explicit information
regarding the crop type distribution inventory system. As determined by
Hentze et al. [30], there is an alleged deficiency of precise and spatially
explicit approaches to derive independent and objective information
pertaining to the extent of agricultural areas in Zimbabwe. The previous
research on crop type mapping [31, 32, 33] have utilized MODIS NDVI
imagery that has a coarse spatial resolution of 250 m, henceforth, limits
its ability to depict small and heterogeneous farms. Zimbabwe cropland
comprises small, fragmented farm fields that cannot be reliably depicted
from coarse spatial resolution imagery.

Due to the increase in the availability of free imagery from multiple
sensors with relatively high spatial resolution and possess complemen-
tary information to benefit the classification results, but may have
different band configurations or when stacked can produce high data
dimensionality. The objectives of this paper are to (i) explore GLCM
texture features derived from Landsat 8 OLI and dual-polarized Sentinel-
1 SAR speckle filtered and unfiltered backscatter under varying window
sizes; (ii) apply decision-level fusion to aggregate classification results for
enhanced crop discrimination; (iii) assess the performance of decision-
level fused maps.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area

The area under study is in Masvingo province, which is situated in
the south-east of Zimbabwe. The province shares boundary with
Mozambique in the eastern part and Matabeleland South province is to
the southern part, Midlands province is to the north and west part,
whereas, Manicaland province to the north-east part [34]. It has an
area of 56,566 km2, approximately 14.48% of the total area of
Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe experiences a bimodal rainfall pattern and it has
three distinct seasons namely: (i) a wet and hot season from
mid-November to March (summer); (ii) a dry and cold, season from
April to July (winter); and (iii) a dry and hot season from August to
mid-November (spring). The average winter temperatures are between
15 �C and 20 �C and summer average temperatures are between 25 �C
and 30 �C.

It is situated in the Lowveld with an altitude below 900 m, and agro-
ecological regions III, IV, and V with a very low mean rainfall of below
600 mm in the Save-Limpopo valley. The rainfall pattern of the area is
erratic hence not reliable for the production of grain crops and drought-
tolerant fodder. The district experiences frequent dry spells and droughts
throughout the rainy season. Therefore, farming has to be centered on
the use of veld alone. The extensive cattle ranching or game ranching is
the only sounding farming system for this region. Land reform program
implemented in Zimbabwe since 1980 led to an agrarian structure ac-
counting for up to 98% small-scale farms of the total agriculture land
[34].
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2.2. Datasets

2.2.1. Training, testing, and validation samples
Samples (training, testing, and validation) were collected by hand-

held GNSS receivers (Trimble Juno 5d, Garmin etrex 10, etrex Vista, and
etrex 20) during the crop growing season (January and March 2018).
UTM coordinate system using WGS84 ellipsoid was adopted during the
field campaigns. Appendix 1 shows some of the images for the sample
locations (as shown in Figure 1) taken during the fieldwork. Each class
had a minimum of 75 points (50 are used for training and 25 are used for
validation). In total, a minimum of 1000 points was acquired.

2.2.2. Sentinel-1 SAR
The European Space Agency (ESA) launched a constellation of two

polar-orbiting radar satellite Sentinel-1A and 1B in April 2014 and April
2016 respectively. It operates during the day and night providing sin-
gular and dual-polarimetric, multi-temporal, C-band synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) imaging data. The data is freely accessible to all users. It can
acquire images with varying processing levels in three acquisition modes
namely: Wave (WV), Interferometric Wide Swath (IW) Extra Wide Swath
(EW), and Stripmap (SM) [35].

For this research, from the Sentinel data hub, https://scihub.cope
rnicus.eu/ website, Ground Range Detected (GRD) Sentinel-1 C-band
(5.405 GHz) Level-1 images in Interferometric Wide swath (IW)mode are
downloaded. The IW mode enables the merging of a wider swath width
(250 km) with a moderate geometric resolution (10 m). The GRD prod-
ucts comprise intensity and amplitude images in each polarization (VV
and/or VH) with Level-1 processing that consists of data projected to
ground range utilizing an earth ellipsoid model, thermal noise removal,
elevation antenna pattern, and range spreading loss corrections [36]. The
Figure 1. The study site located in M
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IW image with incidence angle ranging from 30� to 45� and a pixel
spacing of 10 m in both azimuth and range. Table 1 illustrate the
acquisition dates of images implemented.

2.2.3. Landsat 8 OLI
2 scenes of Landsat 8 Level-1, acquired on the 26th of April 2018 with

path/row: 169/74 and 169/75 are downloaded from https://earthexplor
er.usgs.gov which are mosaicked after pre-processing.

2.3. Methodology

2.3.1. Generic flowchart
Figure 2 shows the generic flowchart illustrating processes followed

in the implementation of this research. Image acquisition is the first step,
followed by preprocessing, then texture image extraction. Each texture
image is stacked with respective source images and classified using the
Support Vector Machines (SVM) algorithm. The best three performing
input variables from Sentinel-1 are aggregated with the best three per-
forming variables from the Landsat 8 variables. The approach adopted in
this paper is in three main parts:

� Derivation of .GLCM textural features from Sentinel-1 speckle filtered
backscatter.

� Ignoring the speckle and apply GLCM to create the textural features
from Sentinel-1 backscatter.

� Derivation of GLCM textural features from Landsat 8 spectral bands.

All the processes in the flowchart are explained in the following sub-
sections from 2.3.2 to 2.9.
asvingo Province of Zimbabwe.

https://scihub.copernicus.eu
https://scihub.copernicus.eu
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov


Table 1. Name and characteristics of Sentinel-1 SAR and Landsat 8 OLI images acquired.

Product Acquisition Date Characteristics

Sentinel-1.. 15 April 2018 Data product: Level-1 GRD
Imaging mode: IW
Imaging frequency: C-band (5.405 GHz)
Polarization: VV and VH

Sentinel-1 22 April 2018

Landsat 8 26 April 2018 Path/row: 169/74 and 169/75
Level 1

Figure 2. Generic flowchart for GLCM texture feature extraction, classification, and integration.
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2.3.2. Sentinel-1 preprocessing
The image is quantized to a level of 32 bits pixel to reduce compu-

tation time and minimize memory requirements. The acquired images
are radiometrically corrected but only one set is speckle filtered, then the
other set, no speckle filtering is applied. The pre-processing is completed
by applying the geometric terrain correction and conversion of back-
scatter to decibel, then clipping off the pre-processed images to the size of
the study site. The atmosphere and terrain undulations can affect the
radiometric and geometric quality of SAR imagery [37]. Radiometric
correction refers to enhancing the interpretability and quality of infor-
mation contained by the SAR imagery. The radiometric correction is
4

essential to correct the distortions due to the effects of atmosphere and
topography. Geometric terrain correction refers to the compensation of
distortions on the geometric quality due to the effects of terrain. It is
achieved by utilizing SRTM 3 arc-second DEM. The geometric correction
is crucial to ensure that the x, y location of each pixel lies in the correct
geographic location.

Seven texture features for each dataset are calculated and synthesized
using ESA's SNAP 6.0, Sentinel-1 toolbox utilizing probabilistic quan-
tizer, an average of all angles (0⁰, 45⁰, 90⁰, 135⁰), and window sizes 5� 5,
7 � 7, 9 � 9 and 11 � 11. SAR texture feature classification accuracy is
greatly affected by the window size, hence the choice of window size
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requires careful consideration [38]. Stable texture features result usually
from bigger windows but they have a tendency to blur the edges, whereas
smaller windows tend to inaccurately delineate boundaries and
misclassify the boundaries [38].

Sets of seven texture feature images are synthesized from VH and VV
polarized backscatter for the Sentinel-1 SAR images acquired (both
speckle filtered and unfiltered). The seven texture features derived are (a)
ASM (b) contrast (c) dissimilarity (d) entropy (e) homogeneity (f) mean
(g) variance. A total of 224 texture features are created, which is 112 for
speckle filtered and 112 for speckle unfiltered datasets.

2.3.3. Landsat 8 OLI pre-processing
The downloaded scenes are radiometrically corrected, then atmo-

spherically corrected and mosaicked. Polygon of the study area is used to
clip the pre-processed image.

Seven GLCM texture features from each of the following spectral
bands are derived: blue, red, green, NIR, SWIR1, and SWIR2 with an
average of all angles (0⁰, 45⁰, 90⁰, 135⁰) and window sizes: 5� 5, 7� 7, 9
� 9 and 11� 11 with 32-bit quantization level of the output channel. The
seven texture features derived are (a) ASM (b) contrast (c) dissimilarity
(d) entropy (e) homogeneity (f) mean (g) variance. A total of 168 features
are created.

2.3.4. GLCM textural features
Texture features are calculated from the statistical dispersion of

observed combinations of intensities at unique locations relative to each
other in the image [39]. Shanmugan et al. [7] defined the second-order
GLCM of an image.

Haralick et al. [14] proposed 14 texture measures. Texture measures
are the various single values used to summarize the normalized sym-
metrical GLCM in helpful ways [40]. The majority of texture computa-
tions are weighted means of the normalized GLCM cell contents [40].
GLCM textural features derived for this research are as follows:

a. Contrast (also called “sum of squares variance” and occasionally
“inertia”

XN�1

i;j¼0

Pi;jði� jÞ2 (1)

b. Dissimilarity

XN�1

i;j¼0

Pi;j

���i� j
��� (2)

c. Homogeneity (Inverse Difference Moment)

XN�1

i;j¼0

Pi;j

1þ ði� jÞ2 (3)

d. Angular Second Moment (ASM)

XN�1

i;j¼0

P2
i;j (4)

e. Entropy
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�
(5)
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f. GLCM Mean
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i
�
Pi;j

�
or μj ¼
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j
�
Pi;j

�
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g. Variance (Standard Deviation)

Variance σ2i ¼
XN�1

i;j¼0

Pi;jði� μiÞ2or σ2
j ¼

XN�1

i;j¼0

Pi;j

�
j� μj
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2.4. Histogram comparison

A histogram shows the statistical frequency of data distribution in a
dataset. It is essential to understand the distribution of the dataset we are
working with, whether it is normally distributed, how skewed it can be,
and determine outliers. There is no right or wrong way of determining
the width of a bin (class intervals), though there are rules of thumb that
exist. Lane [35] explained the Sturges' rulewhich states that the number of
intervals can be set as close as possible to 1 þ Log2(N), where Log2(N) is
the base 2 log of the number of observations. Rice rule, sets the number of
intervals to twice the cube root of the number of observations [41] There
is also the Freedman-Diaconis rule, which seems very robust and works
well in practice.

Histograms are tools regularly used in object recognition, image
classification, image retrieval, and shape matching, to represent color
and texture features or to distinguish rich information in local/global
regions of objects [42]. A commonly used technique in data analysis is
the comparison of histograms that is to compare histograms of one image
with another to determine if the images are approximately the same or
not. An important task in histogram comparison is testing their
compatibility or testing their distinguishability [43]. Comparison of the
histogram of grayscale images can be: (i) Horizontal Mirrored histograms
or (ii) Vertical Mirrored Histogram or (iii) Overlaid histograms. This
research utilizes MATLAB to implements the overlaid histograms
method. Spatially enhanced histogram can be exploited further when
defining the distance measure [44].

2.5. Texture feature image classification

SVM is an extensively used non-parametric statistical machine
learning algorithm that is predominantly alluring in the remote sensing
field due to its capacity to effectively deal with small training samples,
frequently resulting in better classification accuracy than the traditional
methods [35, 45, 46]. The principle of SVM is to define an optimum
hyperplane to maximize margin width by using a training subset [35,
46]. An optimal separating hyperplane refers to the decision boundary
that lessens misclassifications attained during the training step [46].
Boser et al. [47] proposed a way to create nonlinear classifiers by
applying the kernel trick to maximum-margin hyperplane [42, 48]. He
et al. [42] gave detailed information regarding the SVM algorithm. The
SVM algorithm is chosen due to some of its advantages which include
being fast and that they possess a satisfactory capability to deal with crop
classification problems [28].

The SVM classification method is implemented for the crop discrim-
ination and mapping of texture images created from window sizes 5 � 5,
7� 7, 9� 9, and 11� 11. Each texture feature is stacked with respective
source imagery prior to classification and are presented as follows: (i)
Speckle filtered texture feature þ (VV þ VH); (ii) Non-speckle filtered
texture feature þ (VV þ VH) and (iii) texture feature þ Landsat 8.
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2.6. Classification accuracy assessment

To evaluate the performance of the SVM classification algorithm on
the datasets under investigation, confusion/error matrices are employed.
Error matrix is one standard technique implemented to evaluate the ac-
curacy of classification in remote sensing. It summarizes the performance
of a classification algorithm by comparing the classified land use with
ground truth data and computes overall accuracy, kappa coefficient,
producer's and user's accuracies [49], and commission and omission er-
rors. The field data utilized in this paper is split into 60% training and
40% for evaluation.

2.7. Resampling

Resampling is a procedure where different pixel values are computed
using interpolation from old existing values each time the raster's
structure is altered throughout the cell modification process [44]. Im-
agery from various sensors require resampling such that the registration
is precise and correct to subpixel locations [51]. Before decision-level
fusion, a classified map from Landsat 8 texture variables have a spatial
resolution of 30 mpp, whereas classified images from Sentinel-1 texture
variables have 10 mpp spatial resolution. Sentinel-1 classified images are
resampled to 30 mpp to match Landsat's. Nearest neighbour (NN)
interpolation resampling algorithm is executed in ArcMap aimed at
reducing data integrity losses due to the cell resizing since such resam-
pling can result in substantial effects on the data integrity being
compared [50]. NN is appropriate due to its capacity to maintain the
integrity of categorical data and swiftness [50].

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is calculated and is implemented to
evaluate the quality of the resampled dataset.

RMSE¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPm

a¼1

��
Xr

a � Xa

�2 þ �
Yr
a � Ya

�2�
n

s
(8)

where Xa
r;Yr

a are coordinates of control stations on resampled image,
Xa;Ya are coordinates of control stations on reference image.

An overall RMSE of is achieved 0.016 m.

2.8. Plurality voting (decision-level)

Prior to decision-level fusion, resampling is performed such that maps
can have the same matching spatial resolution. The plurality voting al-
gorithm [28] is employed to combine classified images from Landsat and
Sentinel-1. It is a relatively simple method.

2.9. Z-test

According to Rossiter [52], map producers and users have to compare
maps to distinguish their accuracy. Producers usually compare various
classification algorithms, whereas users are normally determining better
maps for a specified application.Usersmay require to determine twomaps
compare with each other. Maps can be equally accurate when considered
separately, but having different errors. Depending on the intended use of
maps, accuracy statistics can inform producers about the performance of
classification algorithms. This paper implements Z-test to compare the
relative accuracies of maps produced by the best variable combinations
from the speckle filtered dataset and speckle unfiltered dataset.

3. Results

Landsat 8 texture features are classified separately from Sentinel-1
texture features (i.e. speckle filtered and speckle unfiltered). The re-
sults of best-performing textures from Landsat 8 are aggregated with
best-performing texture features from Sentinel-1 speckle filtered and
6

speckle unfiltered backscatter respectively. The performance of both
resulting decision-level fusion-based classified images is compared using
Z-test.

3.1. Histogram intersection

Histograms have been adopted in this research to assist in showing
and discovering the underlying frequency distributions (shape) of the
texture feature images implemented in this paper.

3.1.1. VV and VH texture features from speckle unfiltered images
Figure 3 shows the histogram intersection of speckle unfiltered VV

and VH for all the nine texture features. There is no direct relationship
between VV and VH histograms for the ASM, contrast, dissimilarity,
entropy, homogeneity, mean, and variance texture features. Since GLCM
equations are not normalized, the minimum and maximum values differ
for each texture histogram.

Appendix 2 shows the histogram intersection of speckle filtered VV
and VH texture images. The structures of the histograms are similar to
those in Figure 3 for speckle unfiltered texture features.

3.1.2. Speckle filtered and non-speckle filtered VH texture features
Figure 4 shows the histogram intersection of VH texture features from

the speckle filtered dataset and the other dataset is not speckle filtered.
Shapes of histograms of the different corresponding texture features
show some similarities. There is some form of relationship that could be
developed from the histograms.

3.2. Classification performance of Landsat 8 texture features

Four window sizes (5 � 5, 7 � 7, 9 � 9, and 11 � 11) are extracted
independently from red (R), green (G), blue (B), and near-infrared (NIR)
bands. Figure 5 shows the top 35 performers of Landsat 8 texture fea-
tures. The majority of the features within the top performers are
extracted from the blue band having twenty-two, followed by red band
with nine features, then both green and near-infrared have two features
each. Texture information derived from the blue band worked best since
they have yielded the finest characteristics about the spatial relationships
of neighboring pixels which attributed to improved crop discrimination
and classification accuracies.

Classification of Landsat 8 imagery (R, G, B, NIR, SWIR1, and
SWIR2 bands) produced an overall accuracy of 90.37%, whereas when
combined with all the textures from all the bands achieved an accuracy
of 88.28% hence did not enhance the discrimination ability of the
Landsat 8. Various aggregation combinations of SWIR1 and SWIR2
texture features obtained the least classification accuracies, with the
highest overall accuracy of 54%. Texture features of SWIR1 and SWIR2
bands are not beneficial in the classification of crops. When having a
multispectral image such as Landsat 8, it is crucial to understand the
appropriate bands that contain vital texture information. Classification
accuracy obtained from Landsat 8 bands together with texture features
from R, G, B, and NIR is 90.14%. The observations obtained reveal that
particular bands contain crucial texture information which can
enhance the discrimination ability, SWIR bands have no useful texture
information.

Figure 5 shows the best thirty-five textures that enhanced the crop
discrimination ability of Landsat 8. Mean texture feature derived from
the red band using 11 � 11 window size attained the highest accuracy
of 94.39%, followed by entropy texture features extracted from the
blue band using 11 � 11 window size. Fourteen texture features
derived from 11 � 11 window size managed to be part of the top 35,
followed by eleven features attained from 9 � 9 window size, then
seven extracted using a 7 � 7 lastly only three textures gleaned from a
5 � 5 window size.



Figure 3. Histogram intersection for speckle unfiltered VV and VH texture images (a) ASM (b) Contrast (c) Dissimilarity (d) Entropy (f) Homogeneity (f) Mean
(g) Variance.

Figure 4. Histogram intersection of VH texture measures from both speckle filtered and unfiltered datasets (a) ASM (b) Contrast (c) Dissimilarity (d) Entropy (f)
Homogeneity (f) Mean (g) Variance.
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3.3. Classification of single polarized Sentinel-1 SAR backscatter and their
corresponding texture features

VH polarimetry of Sentinel-1 SAR for the two dates attained higher
accuracy of 66.90% than VV polarization which attained 58.57%. VV
polarized backscatter combined with their corresponding VV texture
features of both datasets are classified separately from the VH polarized
counterpart variables. Appendix 3 represents the classification results
obtained. VH variables outperformed VV variables, however, the addi-
tion of texture features reduced the ability of correct discrimination by
single polarimetry backscatter. Contrast texture feature derived from
speckle filtered backscatter from both VV and VH polarized backscatter
7

underperformed in all case scenarios of window sizes. Discrimination
ability of both single polarized backscatter combined with corresponding
texture features is reduced mostly when speckle filtering is performed
before texture derivation.

3.4. Classification performance of dual-polarized Sentinel-1 SAR
backscatter and their corresponding texture features

Classification accuracy obtained by dual-polarized speckle filtered
backscatter of Sentinel-1 is 62.11%. Sentinel-1 SAR texture features are
extracted from both speckle filtered and unfiltered datasets, using 5 � 5,
7� 7, 9� 9, and 11� 11window sizes respectively. Figure 6 displays the
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Figure 5. Overall classification accuracy of top 35 texture features stacked with Landsat 8 OLI bands 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Mean_11_Blue means mean texture image
calculated from the blue band using 11 � 11 window size.
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Figure 6. Overall classification accuracy of top 35 texture features stacked with Sentinel-1 VV þ VH polarimetric bands. Mean_11_Unfiltered means mean texture
image calculated from speckle unfiltered VV and VH bands using 11 � 11 window size.
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top 35 performers of the texture features. Twenty texture features
derived from the speckle unfiltered dataset are part of the top 35,
whereas fifteen features computed from the speckle filtered dataset are
part of the top 35 performers.

Of the texture features computed, entropy and ASM texture measures
have achieved the best results having seven variables each within the top
performers selected (Figure 6), six mean features followed, then five
homogeneity, five variance features, four dissimilarity, and one contrast
features have performed better than the others. Contrast texture features
seem not to reveal the spatial relationships of neighboring pixels when
compared to the other textures.
8

3.5. Area under the curve and receiver operating characteristic (AUC-
ROC)

Evaluation of the multi-classification and visualization of the per-
formance of the algorithm, Area Under Curve (AUC) Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curves are employed. The ROC curve allows the
comparison of the classifier's performance across the whole spectrum of
class distributions [53]. Figure 7 illustrates the AUC-ROC curves for
sugarcane, sugarbeans, cowpeas, maize, and sorghum extracted for Mean
texture feature, 11 by 11 window size, Red band of Landsat 8. The AUC of
sugarcane is 0.99, maize – 0.93, sugarbeans – 0.84, cowpeas – 0.79, and



Figure 7. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), used to generate the
Area Under the curve (AUC) which is used for model validation of the logistic
regression model for spatial prediction of some of the crops considered. Sug-
arcane - 0.99, maize – 0.93, sugarbeans – 0.84, cowpeas – 0.79 and sorghum
– 0.73.
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sorghum – 0.73 showed the rate of successful classification by the logistic
model (Figure 7). The results of AUC show the importance of
ground-truthing on classification. Amodel has AUCwhich is near to the 1
which means it has a good measure of distinguishing two classes of
suitability (presence and absence) [54].
3.6. Decision-level fusion results

Before decision level image fusion using the plurality voting method,
an overall RMSE of 0.016 m is achieved upon resampling Sentinel-1
products to match 30 mpp of Landsat 8 products. Table 2 illustrates the
overall accuracy and kappa coefficient of the respective integrated clas-
sified maps.

Figure 8 (a) depicts the final merged classified map from Landsat þ
Sentinel-1 speckle filtered, fromwindow size 11� 11. Figure 8 (b) shows
the final aggregated classified map from Landsat þ Sentinel-1 speckle
unfiltered, from window size 11 � 11.
3.7. Z-test statistic

In remote sensing, the extensively used approach to compare classi-
fication accuracy is the comparison of kappa coefficients, the statistical
significance of the variance between two autonomous kappa coefficients
computed from various classifications is assessed by computing the Z-test
value [47, 55]. Z-test has been performed to assess the substantial dis-
parities between the accuracy measurements of classification results [47]
from speckle filtered variables and speckle unfiltered variables.

Initial kappa coefficients are calculated in ENVI, their respective error
matrices are imported in MATLAB to determine the variance estimates
ðσ2bK1

and σ2bK2

Þcrucial to compare the different tests. Table 3 shows the

computed z-value of 0.1208, designating that at α ¼ 0.05, there is no
significant difference between the kappa coefficients.
Table 2. Overall classification accuracies and kappa coefficients of Landsat þ Sentin

Output name Classified maps

Landsat 8

Sentinel-1

Landsat 8 þ Sentinel-1 speckle unfiltered Homogeneity_11_Filtered þMean_11_Filtered
þMean_11_Blue

Landsat 8 þ Sentinel-1 speckle filtered Entropy_11_Unfiltered þMean_11_Unfiltered
þ Entropy_11_Blue þMean_11_Blue

9

3.8. F1-score

Table 3 exhibits the performance evaluation of classifying both
Landsat 8 þ speckle filtered and Landsat 8 þ unfiltered texture features
using the F1-scores for each class computed from user's and producer's
accuracies computed from the error matrices (accuracy assessment sta-
tistics) using Eq. (9). Since class distributions are uneven, F1-score is a
harmonic mean which assists in making a robust decision on which
dataset works best when classifying crop types using texture features
from SAR data.

F1� score ¼ 2� PA� UA
PAþ UA

(9)

where PA – producer's accuracy and UA – user's accuracy.
Speckle unfiltered þ Landsat 8 performed better than speckle filtered

þ Landsat 8 on most classes except for maize and fallow.

Class F1-Score of speckle F1-Score of speckle
el

þ

þ

-1 datasets.

ASM_11_Filtered þMe

Homogeneity_11_Unfil
unfiltered þ Landsat 8 (%)
an_11_Red þ Entropy_11_Blue

tered þMean_11_Red
filtered þ Landsat 8 (%)
Waterbody
 99.88
 99.84
Sugarcane_2
 97.87
 97.78
Sugarcane_1
 98.09
 98.23
Maize
 83.28
 83.30
Sorghum
 93.91
 90.51
Sugarbean
 92.22
 91.91
Road/bare
 76.28
 75.40
Fallow
 99.33
 99.54
Sweet potato
 88.89
 87.32
No crop
 97.25
 97.14
Finger millet
Bambaranuts
Cowpeas
Mixed
94.49
93.91
92.69
73.65
93.90
93.52
92.55
70.49
3.9. Extracted areas

Total areas of the different classes discerned from the classification
are extracted from both maps and linear regression analysis is performed.
A regression coefficient R2 of 0.9309 is achieved (Figure 9), assuming
that there is a strong correlation between the two datasets.

3.10. F-test for regression

F-test has been implemented to assess the statistical significance of
the relationship between the extracted areas of the different cases from
the two variables. A significant F-value designates the suitability of the
linear regression model. It is calculated using Eq. (10).

F¼MSM
MSE

(10)

where MSM is the mean of squares of the model, MSE is the mean of
squares of error.
OA KC

90.37% 0.8833

62.11% 0.5986

94.69% 0.9378

96.02% 0.9515



Figure 8. Classified maps (a) Landsat 8 þ Sentinel speckle filtered (b) Landsat 8 þ Sentinel speckle unfiltered.

Table 3. Z-test statistical significance between Landsat 8 þ Sentinel-1 speckle unfiltered and Landsat 8 þ Sentinel-1 speckle filtered results at α ¼ 0.05.

Scenario Landsat 8 þ Sentinel speckle filtered Landsat 8 þ Sentinel speckle unfiltered

Overall accuracy (%) 94.69% 96.02%

Kappa bK 0.9378 0.9515

Var (bK) 0.0076 0.0052

z ¼ jbK1 � bK2jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ2bK1

þ σ2bK2

q 0.1208

Significance: Not significantly different

Figure 9. Relationship between crop type areas extracted from the best performing datasets of speckle filtered and speckle unfiltered.
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A computed p-value of 0.2715 has been achieved which however is
greater than 0.05, therefore the R2 ¼ 0.9309 is statistically significant at
5%. The proposed linear regression model does fit the data sufficiently,
hence it is statistically reliable.

4. Discussion

Of all the texture classifiers, GLCM is the most prominently used
method by researchers [11], hence making GLCM a power tool for
texture analysis. This paper implements a decision-level image fusion of
classified maps from Landsat 8 texture features and Sentinel-1 texture
features. Window size, input channels, and texture features are employed
10
as the control variables bib48[48, 56]bib56. Generally, textural features
have been effective in separating crop types in the area under study.

Texture features derived from red and blue bands are more effective
in enhancing crop discrimination and classification capabilities when
appended to Landsat 8. Not all texture measures from all bands have a
positive effect in enhancing classification. SWIR features have been the
least effective since the highest overall accuracy obtained is only 54%,
the majority achieved less than 50%. This is one limitation of texture
features, there is a need to explore which texture measures are suitable
for classification. One swift method to identify appropriate texture fea-
tures is to apply class separability analysis as proved by Mhangara and
Odingi [57]. Nonetheless, the fundamental texture features still require
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spectral information to meritoriously enhance the discrimination and
classification of crop types.

4.1. Effect of VV and VH polarisation

From the experiment conducted, VH polarization texture features
seem to provide more accurate overall classification results compared to
VV (Appendix 3). VH polarization backscatter performed better than VV
polarization backscatter. The difference is attributed to the fact that the
way the microwaves interact with the surface or canopy is also different,
and is dependent on the incident angle of the radar pulse on the surface.
VH polarimetry has better scattering mechanisms. For VH polarization,
vegetation contribution capacity is better than VV polarimetry. VH po-
larization is more sensitive to the different canopy structures, hence
better ability to discriminate different crop types.

The addition of texture features to either VV or VH polarization does
not necessarily improve discrimination ability when either of the texture
features is classified separately irrespective of the window size used to
produce the texture feature or prior application of speckle filtering dur-
ing pre-processing. Due to the different interactions, the varying VV and
VH histograms are also very different. However, the dual polarizations
have complementary information which is beneficial in improving clas-
sifications. The overall results obtained by dual-polarimetry is greater
than either of the single polarimetry. Integration of VV and VH polari-
zations provide richer crop radar wave scattering information, which
effectively improves the crop classification accuracy.

4.2. Effect of speckle filtering on texture features

Exploring whether speckle filtering must be applied when deriving
texture feature layers are to be utilized in crop classification. Lee filter is
employed in this paper for the reduction of speckle since it is considered
to have a limited degradation on the quality of an image, hence main-
taining the sharpness of edges, point targets, and linear features. A sig-
nificant benchmark for texture preservation is arduous to establish since
the fine texture is close to the speckle noise level [23]. An ideal speckle
filter must be able to preserve lines, edges, point targets, speckle reduc-
tion, retention of texture information (spatial variability relating to the
scene), and preservation of average values in homogeneous regions.

According to Lee et al. [23], filters with small windows (3� 3, or 5 �
5) perform better when conserving the texture information, but from this
research, not applying speckle filtering prior to texture feature extraction
produced better results than the speckle filtered texture features. Higher
classification accuracy has been achieved by classifying texture features
synthesized from unfiltered variables. Lee filter has been adopted as the
speckle reduction filter with a window size of 5� 5 preserves texture to a
lesser extent.

As much as speckles decrease the prospects of visual interpretation
and analysis of the scene under, for this research not filtering the SAR
imagery before texture feature synthesis enhances the texture derivation,
speckle filtering has resulted in some loss of information, the texture is
preserved to a lesser extent. Dutra & Sant’Anna [58] argued that there is
no widely acceptedmathematical definition, which comprises all types of
texture that can be found in nature. This may be valued since nature
comprises of a complex textural phenomenon. They also claimed that
traditional texture measures, such as co-occurrence matrix, derived fea-
tures and structural approaches have failed to produce a satisfactory
characterization of texture in SAR images due to the strong influence of
the speckle noise. On the contrary, higher classification accuracy can be
attained by classifying texture features synthesized from unfiltered [59,
60]. This research obtained relatively improved overall classification
results when GLCM texture features are implemented, though not all
texture features enhance discrimination. Probably due to the difference
in the environments, the scatterers present, not all texture information
can be captured. Authors, however, recommend further exploration of
such textures feature analysis areas with different land cover and land use
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types which include urban cities where there is a built-up land cover, also
in mountainous areas. Different filter window sizes can be varied as well
to determine the extent to which the filters preserve textural information.

4.3. Effect of window size on texture feature determination

Choosing optimal parameters for texture feature extraction is crucial.
This paper implements window sizes; 5 � 5, 7 � 7, 9 � 9, and 11 � 11 to
synthesize seven texture features per band/channel and evaluates the
performance of the texture features by the varying window sizes in
discrimination and classification of crops. Observations reveal that the
smaller the window size, the lower the classification accuracy. Zakeri
et al. [49] implemented texture and land cover classification of Tehran
city in Iran using SAR imagery. Their results also revealed the same
pattern that the smaller the window size, the lower the classification
accuracy hence consistency with our observations. Nevertheless, window
size varies depending on the environment and application at hand.

Smaller window sizes produce noisy texture feature images, the
bigger the window size, the smoother the texture feature image. It is also
crucial to understand that the sharpness with which a feature is captured
can be minimized as a result of smoothening, that should be avoided
beyond certain limits. A large window size though may take time for
calculating probabilities in GLCM, since it contains more information
[11] than smaller window sizes.

4.4. Decision-level image fusion

The amassed accessibility of satellite optical and radar imagery from
multiple sensors enables their fusion can be a challenge but is valuable to
data-mine more complementary information from them. GLCM texture
features for Landsat 8 and speckle filtered and unfiltered Sentinel-1
backscatter are applied to enhance crop discrimination and classifica-
tion separately. The best performing texture variable classified maps are
integrated by decision level fusion. The advantage of decision-level-
based fusion is that it minimizes dataset dimensionality which can be
time-consuming, and/or inept that come along with pixel-level and
feature-level fusions.

Fused map from speckle unfiltered Sentinel-1 textures and Landsat 8
attained a higher overall accuracy of 96.02%, whereas the speckle
filtered fused map obtained 94.96% with kappa coefficients of 0.95 and
0.94 respectively. Landsat 8 and respective texture features can be
complemented with Sentinel-1 SAR backscatter and respective texture
measures to improve the discrimination and classification performances
on crop types.

5. Conclusions

This research is aimed at (i) exploring texture features derived from
Landsat 8 OLI and dual-polarized Sentinel-1 SAR both speckle filtered
and unfiltered backscatter under varying window sizes; (ii) apply
decision-level fusion to aggregate classification results for enhanced crop
discrimination; (iii) evaluate the performance of decision-level fused
maps. Window sizes 5 � 5, 7 � 7, 9 � 9, and 11� 11 are implemented in
texture feature extraction. Texture features are created from GLCMs.

Results obtained reveal that texture features derived from VH polar-
ization backscatter performed better than VV polarization backscatter
since they attained better overall classification accuracies than VV.
Texture information derived from the blue band followed by a red band,
speckle unfiltered textures performed better than speckle filtered tex-
tures. The top three performers for the three categories have all been
derived from 11 � 11 window size. Decision-level fused images from
Landsat and non-speckle filtered maps attained an overall classification
accuracy of 96.02%, kappa coefficient of 0.96, and Landsat and speckle
filtered achieved 94.69% kappa coefficient of 0.94. The corresponding
kappa coefficients are statistically tested using Z-test. At α ¼ 0.05, both
observations are not statistically different.
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F1-scores show that speckle unfiltered variables performed better on
most individual class than speckle filtered datasets. A coefficient of
determination of 0.9309 is obtained from the extracted areas of crop
classes discerned on the decision-level fused maps. Furthermore, F-test
reveals that there is a statistically significant relationship between the
extracted areas.

Therefore, our conclusion is it is possible to integrate Landsat 8 and
Sentinel-1 for crop discrimination. Speckle unfiltering before texture
feature extraction can have better discrimination ability and aggregation
of Landsat 8 variables improves the quality of the classified image.
However, speckle filtering or unfaltering maybe optional when classi-
fying, more research regarding the performance of other decision-level
fusion approaches is recommended. Also, feature-level and/or pixel-
level fusion techniques need more exploration.
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Appendices.

Appendix 1. Sample photos for the sample locations used for the training and validation (a) Finger millet (-21.08�; 32.14�) (b) Maize (-21.08�; 31.56�) (c) Cowpeas
(-21.06�; 31.90�) (d) Sugarcane (-21.07�; 31.69�) (e) Bambara nuts (-20.96�; 32.07�) (f) Sweet potato (-21.31�; 31.81�) (g) Sorghum (-21.29�; 31.81�) (h) Sugarbeans
(-21.08�; 31.67�).
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Appendix 2. Histogram intersection for speckle unfiltered VV and VH texture images (a) ASM (b) Contrast (c) Dissimilarity (d) Entropy (f) Homogeneity (f) Mean (g)
Variance.
Appendix 3. Single polarized backscatter VV or VH with corresponding texture feature classification accuracies for a selected window sizes (a) 5 � 5 speckle
unfiltered (b) 7 � 7 speckle filtered (c) 9 � 9 speckle unfiltered (d) 11 � 11 speckle filtered.
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